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   NUMERICAL  METHODS

                    



APPLICATIONS :
❖ Engineering 
❖ Scientific computing 
❖ Finding roots 
❖ Heat equation 
❖ Crime detection 
❖ Modeling of airplane 
❖ Estimation of ocean currents 
❖ Weather forecasting 



CONTENTS :
? Bisection method
? Method of false position
? Lagrange interpolation
? Gauss interpolation 
? Stirling’s formula    



INTRODUCTION :
Numerical analysis is the study of  algorithms 
that  use  numerical  approximation for  the 
problems of   mathematical  analysis. 
History of numerical is very long .The first 
numerical analysis is Babylonian 
Approximation.



BISECTION METHOD : 

▪ The bisection method is a straightforward 
technique to find numerical solution of  an 
equation with one unknown 

▪ It is simplest one to solve the transcendental
▪ It is used to find the roots of a polynomial equation 
▪ The principle is intermediate theorem for 

continuous functions 



BISECTION  METHOD ALGORITHM:

  For any continuous  function f(x)
✔  Find two points ,say a and b such that a<b and 

f(a)*f(b)<0
✔ Find the midpoint of  a and b ,say “t”
✔ t is the root of the given function if f(t)=0; else 

follow the next step 
✔ Divide the interval   a, b   
✔ If f(t)*f(b)<0,let a = t 
✔ Else if f(t)*f(a),let b = t 
✔ Repeat above three steps until f(t)



FALSE POSITION METHOD :
             

                False position method  is the very old 
method  for solving an equation with one 
unknown ,in modified  form is still in use 

 Algorithm:
             consider the equation f(x)=0 and let x1 ,x2 be 

two value of x such that f(x1) and f(x2) are of 
opposite signs .also let x1<x2.the graph of y=f(x) 
will meet the x-axis at some point between x1 
and x2 .

      
 
             



FORMULA :



LAGRANGE INTERPOLATION :
           The Lagrange  interpolation is a way to find 

a polynomial which takes on certain values at 
arbitray  points  

Algorithm:

         the value of y = f(x)  corresponding to any 
value of x =xi within x0 and xn is called 
interpolation            



FORMULA :



GAUSS INTERPOLATION:
❖   Interpolation refers to the process of 

creating new data points given within the 
given set of data

❖ The given range of discrete data sets using 
formula given by gauss 

❖ Combination of  gauss  forward 
interpolation  and gauss backward 
interpolation 
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STIRLING’S FORMULA :
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